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Song of Songs: Song of Pursuit - Part 2 

Song of Songs 1:9-2:7 
 
 

As a guy and a girl move from attraction to dating, what responsibilities must the guy fulfill in 
dating? We will see that the guy should listen well as a learner, direct boldly with his actions, 
encourage specifically with his words, and protect purely as a servant. 

 
 “There is nothing wrong with being single. It can be a gift from the Lord and a gift to the church. But when there 
is an overabundance of Christian singles who want to be married, this is a problem … [that] I put squarely at the 
feet of young men whose immaturity, passivity, and indecision are delaying the growing-up process.” 
- Kevin DeYoung in Just Do Something  
 
What Roles Do Guys Have in Dating? 

• Listen as Learners 
• Direct as Encouragers 
• Protect as Servants  

 
Discussion Questions: 

- Possible Ice Breaker Questions 
#1 How do movies and books paint the picture of the “ideal guy”? What does he do? Why? 
     Are these expectations realistic? Why or why not? 
#2 What is the best date you have been on or have heard about? What did the guy do? 
 

- What makes someone a good “listener”? How can listening well prevent infatuation? 
 

- If a person is attracted to someone, when does pursuing a friendship more become deceptive?  
If a guy is attracted to a girl, how should he handle their friendship?  
(He needs to stop hiding in the friendship and he needs to step up and ask her out on date!) 
  
If a girl is attracted to a guy, how should she handle their friendship? 
(She needs to NOT ask him out! She may need to back away from friendship a bit) 
 

- Ladies, how can guys honor you by their actions and words while on a date? 
 

- Guys, how can ladies honor you by their response to bold action and clear words on date? 
 

- What are appropriate physical boundaries for a dating relationship?  
Table Hosts, what were your boundaries while dating? 
(3 Nothings = No lying down, no clothes off, no hands below neck & above knees) 
(There are so many personal convictions about kissing … It is up to couple. Be cautious) 

 
- What should a couple do when physical boundaries continue to be broken? 

(Start hanging out in public places only … You can’t get in trouble when you aren’t in private!) 
(It may be appropriate to break up for a time or permanently to find healing from sin) 
(Holding on to a relationship that doesn’t honor God isn’t worth the compromising your character) 

 


